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Graduation Exercises 
December 18, 1996 
Clemson, South Carolina 
Congratulatory Applause 
You are requested to refrain from loud expressions of pleasure for individual 
graduates. Such expressions frequently detract from the recognition due the 
next graduate in line. Your cooperation is respectfully requested. 
Graduation 
Wednesday, December 18, 1996 
11:00 a.m. Littlejohn Coliseum 
ORDER OF CEREMONIES 
(Audience will please stand as faculty and candidates march in and 
remain stand ing fo r the invocation.) 
Invocation 
Jorge Ventura Anaya Orozco, Student Representative 
Introduction of Trustees 
President Constant ine W. Curris 
Address to Graduating Class 
Dr. Carol Bleser 
Recognition of the Deans of the Colleges 
Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost 
Steffen H . Rogers 
Conferring of Degrees and Delivery of Diplomas 
President Constant ine W. C urris 
Recognition and Presentation of Awards 
Class of '39 Award for Excellence 
Frank W. Breazeale, Organist 
Kevin Davidson, Soloist 
Dr. Harold Garth Spencer, University Marshal 
Dr. Carol Bleser 
Dr. Carol Bleser is an award-winning historian, a prolific writer 
and author and an advocate for historic preservation and women's 
rights. 
Two of her passions, the history of the Old South and a concern 
for advancing women's rights, along with the Kathryn and Calhoun 
Lemon Distinguished Professorship of U.S. History, brought Dr. Carol 
Bleser to Clemson University in 1985. 
She has spent the last decade at the University helping students 
understand Southern history in terms of real people facing the 
challenges of their times. She also has been a strong advocate for the 
preservation and recognition of the University's rich heritage found in 
its historical houses. 
Dr. Bleser organized the Fort Hill Conference on Southern 
Culture in 1989. This event brought scholars and participants from 
across the nation to Clemson to celebrate the 150th anniversary of the 
wedding of Anna Maria Calhoun and Thomas Green Clemson. 
Last February, she was honored by the National Archives as 
recipient of the National Distinguished Service Merit Award in 
History. At a ceremony in Washington, Dr. Bleser became the first 
female historian to receive the honor which recognizes individuals 
whose careers have demonstrated extraordinary commitment and 
achievement in documentary preservation and publication. 
In November she became president-elect of the Southern 
Historical Association - - only the fifth woman to achieve this high 
honor in the association's 65 years of existence. 
Dr. Bleser is a graduate of Converse College, where she earned 
her B.A. degree, and Columbia University, where she earned both her 
M.A. and Ph.D. degrees. 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Lawrence M. Gressette, Jr., Chairman _______ Columbia 
Allen P. Wood, Vice Chairman Florence 
Bill L. Amick Batesburg 
Louis P. Batson, Jr. Greenville 
J. J. Britton Sumter 
Leon J. Hendrix, Jr. New York, NY 
Harold D. Kingsmore Aiken 
Louis B. Lynn Columbia 
Patricia H. McAbee McCormick 
Leslie G. McCraw Greenville 
Thomas B. McTeer, Jr. Columbia 
William C. Smith, Jr. Columbia 
Joseph 0. Swann Greenville 
Trustees Emeriti 
Fletcher C. Derrick, Jr. ____________ Charleston 
W. G. DesChamps, Jr. Bishopville 
William N. Geiger, Jr. Columbia 
Paul W. McAlister Laurens 
Buck Mickel Greenville 
Paul Quattlebaum, Jr. Charleston 
James C. Self Greenwood 
0. Leslie Tindal Pinewood 
James M. Waddell, Jr. Columbia 
Executive Secretary to the Board of Trustees 
Manning N. Lomax 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
Constantine W. Curris President ------------Ste ff en H. Rogers Vice President for 
Academic Affairs and Provost 
John Kelly ___________ Interim Vice President for 
Public Service and Agriculture 
Gary Ransdell ______ Vice President for Administration 
and Advancement 
Almeda Jacks ______ Vice President for Student Affairs 
Scott Ludlow Chief Financial Officer 
The Academic Procession 
The Academic procession is composed of the faculty, staff, officers, trustees, and honored 
guests of the University. Faculty enter by college and each college is preceded by its marshal, 
a senior faculty member, with the college baton, described under University Regalia. 
Following the marshal is the college banner bearer. Each banner is a combination of 
colors that declare the disciplines taught in that college. These colors, which were 
established by the American Council on Education, are as follows: 
College 
Agriculture, Forestry and Life 
Sciences 
Architecture, Arts and 
Humanities 
Business and Public Affairs 
Engineering and Science 










































Collegiate faculty follow their banner in order of academic rank wearing academic 
costumes of medieval origin. Those who have received their degrees from institutions outside 
the United States wear costumes specified by the awarding institutions. 
The academic costumes of faculty whose degrees are from United States' institutions are 
specified by a uniform code maintained by the American Counci l on Education. Caps are 
black and are usually mortar boards with tasse ls. Doctors of Philosophy wear go ld tassels 
usually of metallic thread; other degrees wear black or discipline colors. 
The bachelor's gown is simple and black with long, pointed sleeves. Masters' gowns, also 
black, are longer than bachelors. Older gowns have sleeves that terminate at the elbow while 
those since 1960 have sleeves extended to the wrist. Doctors' gowns are full, with bell-like 
sleeves. The front is marked by velvet panels and the sleeves are marked by three velvet 
bars. While most gowns are black with black velvet, one variation is to replace black velvet 
with velvet in the discipline color. A second variation is a colored gown usually of the 
university's colors . 
All hoods specify the level of degree, the type of discipline studied and the awarding 
institution. First, degree level is signified by the size of the hood with bachelors' smallest, 
masters' larger, and doctors' quite large and of a different shape. Clemson does not award 
hoods to bachelors. The width of the velvet trim also conveys the degree. Secondly, the 
degree is indicated by the color of the trim edging the hood to form the throat over the gown. 
The most frequently seen is dark blue, which designates the doctor of philosophy (Ph.D.) 
degree. Finally, the color of the hood's lining specifies the awarding institution. The colors 
are displayed in combinations that are drawn from heraldry. Notice that the Clemson 
University hood is lined with purple through which is an orange chevron (a "V"). Although 
many combinations are duplicated by dozens of institutions, Clemson is presently the only 
institution with that registered combination. 
The officers, trustees, and honored guests wear academic, ecclesiastical, or military 
regalia as set forth by their professions. They are preceded by the University Marshal. Clad 
in a gown of office in gold and purple, the marshal wears no hood and bears the University 
mace. At the ceremony's close, the faculty do not exit as a part of the recessional but are 
dismissed, along with students and guests, when the marshal leaves the coliseum. 
Candidates for the Doctor's Degree 
Food Technology 
Maria Mercedes Botero·Omary Colombia, South America 
B.S., Bolivar Pontifical University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Development of Mathematical Models for Modified Atmosphere Packaging of Fruits and Vegetables 
Advisor: Dr. R. F. Testin 
Forest Resources 
Xuesong Bai ____________________________________ Beijing, China 
B.S., Nanjing Forestry University; M.S., University of Georgia 
Dissertation: Experimencal and Numerical Evaluations of Bamboo·Based Structural Composite Materials 
Advisor: Dr. A. W. C. Lee 
Joseph Drew Lanham Seneca, SC 
B.A., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Attributes of Avian Communities in Early Successional Habitats in the Mountains and Upper Piedmont of 
South Carolina 
Advisor: Dr. D. C. Guynn 
Hui Yan -------------------------------------Fujian, China 
B.S., Fujian College of Forestryj M.S., Ph.D., Nanjing Forestry University 
Dissertation: Synthesis and Ce llulose Furoate 
Advisor: Dr. D. N. S. Hon 
Genetics 
Angela Marie Brown ________________________________ Greenwood, SC 
B.S., Lander College 
Dissercation: The Cloning and Characterization of the Smith·Magenis Syndrome Critical Region 
Advisor: Dr. R. E. Lilien 
Linghe Zeng Clemson, SC 
B.S., Southwest Normal University; M.S., Beijing Agricultural Universityi M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Genetic and Molecular Analysis of Dinitroaniline Resistance in Three Biotypes of Goosegrass (Eleusine 
indica) 
Advisor: Dr. W. V. Baird 
Microbiology 
Julia Nunemaker Eggert.--:C77----,-;-;-;-,.,,,---,---,----,,.,-------------- -----Hutchinson, KS 
B.S.N., University of Kansas; M.N., Wichita State University 
Dissertation: DNA Repair in Women at High Risk for Breast Cancer 
Advisor: Dr. L. L. Larcom 
Chang Tang Low-di, China 
B.M., Human University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Determination of VDJ Sequence and Transcription Start Point of Artritogenic lgG2a Autoantibody Molecules 
Advisor: Dr. J. W. Lawson 
Nutrition 
Howard Gale Bateman 11 .--,,------,-,,--.,..,..----,---.,---,..,------,------.,--..,.--,----Abingdon, VA 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Universityi M.S. 1 University of Missouri-Columbia 
Dissertation: Modeling Changes in Ruminal Fermentation Caused by Changes in Ruminal Lipid Concentrations 
Advisor: Dr. T. C. Jenkins 
Zoology 
Julie Timmerman Christopher Ninety Six, SC 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Molecu lar Characterization of the Lissencephaly and Miller-Dieker Syndrome Critical Region in Human 
I 7pl3.3 
Advisor: Dr. A. G. Abbott 
Tin Chung Leung....,..,----~---,-------------------------- Clemson, SC 
B.Sc., M.Phil., University of Hong Kong 
Dissertation: Molecular Characterization of Protein Tyrosine Phosphatase IB in Cadherin Function 
Advisor: Dr. J. P. Wourms 
Helene Volkoff ___________________________________ Paris, France 
B.S., University of Law Economics and Sciences 
Dissertation: The Thyroid Gland of Elasmobranch Fishes: Structure, Function and Relations to Reproduction and 
Development 
Advisor: Dr. J P. Wourms 
Michael C . Vorwerk -,---,-,----,--,,.---,-----------------------Summerville, SC 
B.S., Western Carolina University; M.S. 1 Georgia Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: A 3-Dimensional Expansion of Lake Stability; a Tool for Studying Physical Effects of Energy Inputs into 
Lakes 
Advisor: Dr. J. E. Schindler 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Bioengineering 
Sundar Srinivasan Madras, India 
B.E., Birla Institute of Technology & Sciencesi M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: 3-Dimensional Stress Analysis of In Situ FRO Composite Femoral Components for Total Hip Arthroplasty 
Adviso" Dr. R. A. Latour 
Chemistry 
Brant Jason Chapman _________________________________ Mauldin, SC 
B.S. 1 Clemson University 
Dissertation: Asymmetric Synthesis Using Arene Chromium Carbonyl Complexes 
Adviso" Dr. G. B. Jones 
Jude Elizabeth Mathews, ________________________________ Savannah, GA 
B.S., Armstrong State College 
Dissertation: Development of New Antitumor Agents 
Advisor: Dr. G. B. Jones 
Rajesh Purushottam Paradkar ______________________________ Bombay, India 
B.Sc., M.Sc., University of Bombay 
Dissertation: New Chemical and Mathematical Techniques for Colorimetry 
Adviso" Dr. R. R. Williams 
Xiaocong Ye -----------------------------------Hunan, China 
B.M., Human College of Trade Chinese Medicine 
Dissertation: Studies on Macrocycle Formation Via Nitrenium Ions 
Adviso" Dr. R. A. Abramovitch 
Computer Engineering 
Krishnan Balakrishnan Bombay, India 
B.E., Bhararhidasan University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Study of Transient Congestion During Traffic Restoration in High Speed Packet Switched Networks 
Adviso" Dr. J. D. Spragins 
Electrical Engineering 
John Henry Gass, Jr. Leesville, LA 
B.S., California Institute of Technology; M.S., University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign 
Dissertation: A Comparison of Frequency-Hop and Direct-Sequence Spread-Spectrum Communications over Frequency-
Selective Fading Channels 
Advisor: Dr. M. B. Pursley 
Byron Murray Keel __________________________________ Barnwell, SC 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Overdetermined (Least Squares) Case Applied to Spectral Moment Estimators 
Advisor: Dr. E. G. Baxa 
Engineering Mechanics 
Makarand G. Joshi Pune, India 
B.E., University of Poona; M.T., Indian Institute of Technology-Kanpur 
Dissertation: Optimum Topology of Composite Laminated Plates for Maximizing Buckling Loads and Postbuckling Response 
Adviso" Dr. S. B. Biggers 
Environmental Systems Engineering 
Gabriel Gaston Ill Perez-Padilla ___________________________ Chetumal, Mexico 
B.Sc., University of Yucatan; M.Sc., University Newcastle Upon Tyne 
Oissenation: Effects of Toxic Organic Chemicals on Microbial Death and Lysis 
Advisor: Dr. C. P. L. Grady 
Industrial Engineering 
Xingang Cheng _________________________________ .Zheng Zhou, China 
B.S., Harbin College of Shipbuilding Engineering; Ph.D., Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Dissertation: A Markov Decision Process for Planning and Scheduling 
Advisor: Dr. D. L. Kimbler 
Althea Joan D'Souza --,,--,.,-----~-~----------------------Bombay, India 
B.Sc., St. Xaviers College; M.S., Oakland University 
Dissertation: Dynamic Control of Continuous Flow Processes 
Advisor: Dr. W. G. Ferrell 
Industrial Engineering (continued) 
Melroy Edwin D'Souza Bombay, India 
B.E. 1 University of Bombayi M.S. 1 Clemson University 
Dissertation: Optimizing the Product Development Process Through the Use of Electronic Media to Support Concurrent 
Engineering 
Advisor: Dr. J. S. Greenstein 
David Charles Kraus Greenville, SC 
B.S., M.S., University of Missouri-Rolla 
Dissertation: Team Training, Teamwork and Team Performance: Role of Advanced Technology for Team Training in the 
Aircraft Maintenance Environment 
Advisor: Dr. A. K. Gramopadhye 
Narayanaswamy V. Ramu Bangalore, India 
B.E. 1 Bangalore Universityi M.E., Asian Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: Design Methodology for Modeling Warehouse Internal Layout Integrated with Operating Policies 
Advisor: Dr. W. J. Kennedy 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Anthony Pascal Sannino Peypin, France 
B.S., Ecole National Superior D'Arts ET Metier; M.S. , Clemson University 
Dissercation: Finite Element Modeling of Sliding~lnduced Subsurface Deformation in Discontinuously Reinforced 
Composites 
Advisor: Dr. H.J. Rack 
Mathematical Sciences 
Deborah Lynn Summerlin ________________________________ Dallas, TX 
B.S., North Georgia College; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Linear Zero·One Model for Designing Local Area Networks 
Advisor: Dr. C. L. Cox 
Mechanical Engineering 
Pierre Michel Grignon-------------------------------- Lattes, France 
B.S., Ensaw Center of Paris 
Dissertation: Single and Multi·Ohjective Configuration Design Using a Genetic Algorithm 
Advisor: Dr. G. M. Fadel 
Physics 
Xing Gao Clemson, SC 
B.S., Northeast China Institute of Technology; M.S., North China Institute of Electrical Power 
Dissertation: Lidar Remote Sensing and Airplane in S itu Measurements of Middle Atmospheric Dynamics 
Advisor: Dr. J. W. Meriwether 
Sandra Cooper Larson Baton Rouge, LA 
B.S., Louisiana State University and Agricultural and Mechanical College 
Dissertation: Long Range Effects on Localized Radiation Damage in DNA 
Advisor: Dr. L. L. Larcom 
Darren Tibor Verebelyi Galesburg, IL 
S.S., Southern Illinois Universityi M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Therma l Conductivity of Superconducting Bi-Sr-Ca-Cn-0 Whiskers 
Advisor: Dr. G . X. Tessema 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
Vocational and Technical Education 
Otis Leonard Allen ~-~-~~---------------------------Greenville, SC 
B.S., University of South Carolina; M.B.A., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Effects of a Short·Term Educational Program on Decision·Making Profile of Adult Leaming 
Advisor: Dr. D. G. Tesolowski 
Ruth Robertson Nichols Clarkesville, GA 
B.S., M.Ed., University of Southern Mississippi 
Dissertation: The Utilization of the Official GED Practice Test to Predict Success on the Official GED Test 
Advisor: Dr. J. G. Harper 
John Cloud Robinson __________________________________ Chapin, SC 
B.S., M.Ed., University of South Carolina; Ed.S., Winthrop College 
Dissertation: Implementation of Tech Prep in South Carolina 
Advisor: Dr. C. H. Isbell 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Educational Leadership 
Joe Malcolm Dowis Ninety Six, SC 
B.A., M.Ed., Clemson University 
Dissertacion: A Multivariate Analysis of che Political Motivation of the Religious Right in the Greenville County South 
Carolina School District 
Advisor: Dr. J. L. Flanigan 
Joanne Soldano Little Simpsonville, SC 
B.S., M.S., University of Tennessee-Knoxville 
Dissertation: An Analysis of South Carolina School Bond Referendum Campaigns as Influenced by Selected Demographic 
Variables and Newsprint Media 
Advisor: Dr. J. L. Flanigan 
Eleanor Walker Nault Mountain Rest, SC 
B.S., M.Ed., M.C.R.P., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Improving A Graduation Prediction Model By Including College Environmental Variables 
Advisor: Dr. D. G. Underwood 
David Craig O'Shields Clinton, SC 
B.A., M.A.T., University of South Carolina; M.Ed., Converse College 
Dissertation: A Comparative Analys is of Students' Attitudes and Perceptions in the Piedmont Area Tech Prep Consorcium 
Advisor: Dr. J. L. Flanigan 
William David Shirley Anderson, SC 
B.A., M.Ed., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Self~Perceptions Versus Employer Perceptions of Workplace Competencies of a Technical College Graduate 
Advisor: Dr. D. G. Underwood 
James Emmett Whitson Greenville, SC 
B.A., Clemson University; M.A., Converse College 
Dissertation: A Study of the Relationship Between Mentor Styles and the Development of Teaching Skills by First Year 
Teachers in South Carolina 
Advisor: Dr. J. L. Flanigan 
Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management 
Ute Jamrozy Petersdorf, Germany 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Effectiveness of Tourism Destination Advertisements-The Role of Feeling Responses 
Advisor: Dr. S. J. Backman 
Kathryn Brooks Lawrence ________________________________ El Paso, TX 
B.A., Southern Methodist Universityi M.S., American Graduate School Intern Management 
Dissertation: The Place of Tourism in a Changing Society: Five Communities in Belize 
Advisor: Dr. G. W. Burnett 
Candidates for the Education Specialist 
and Master's Degrees 
CANDIDATES FOR THE EDUCATION SPECIALIST AND 
MASTER'S DEGREES 
FARRELL BLENN BROWN, Interim Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND LIFE SCIENCES 
MASTER OF AGRICULTURE 
Brian Lane Waldrop ________ Easley, SC 
MASTER OF FOREST RESOURCES 
Anthony Keith Goodnough _ ______ Li berty, SC Susan Talley Moll ________ _ _ Seneca, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural and Applied Economics 
Tanya Denise Crain _________ Landrum, SC Claire Merlen - - --------- Paris, France 
Myron Todd Fowler Greer, SC Wei Yang Sichuan , China 
Kifl am Donovan Hurlbut Madison, WI 
A gronomy 
Djoko Mulyo Utomo _ _____ Kalse l, Indones ia 
Animal and Food Industries 
Laura A. De llevigne ____ ____ Flemington , NJ Rebecca Andrea Lee - --- ....,,--..,...--.,...--..,. Easley, SC 
Rebecca Sue Emnett Lucasvi lle 1 OH Zulfan Banda Aceh, Indonesia 
Animal Physiology 
Daniel Joseph Bell _______ __ Walterboro, SC Melissa Frankl in Lay ________ Gaston ia, NC 
Aquaculture, Fisheries and Wildlife Biology 
Tulin Arslan __________ lstanbul, Turkey Kevin Scott Laves _ _ _______ Springfield, MO 
Eric George Darracq Duluth, GA Kenneth Gerald Mattison Anderson , SC 
James Harvey Dozier III Andrews, SC Christ ine Anne Ridley Seneca, SC 
Cem Erkebay Istanbu l, Turkey Tammy Louise Wactor O rangeburg, SC 
W. Scotc Jones Pendleton, SC 
Biochemistry 
Robby Thomas Bryant _______ Easley, SC 
Botany 
Huseyin Caglar Karakaya _ __ Eskiseh ir, Turkey 
Entomology 
Ibou Sane. __________ Senegal, West Africa Jennifer Ann Zettler _ ________ _ Archer, FL 
Craig Arthur Stoops New Bloomfield, PA 
Environmental Toxicology 
Todd Leroy Bills __________ O il C ity, PA William Jarret t Rice _ ______ Williamston, SC 
Shonda Dovette Counts Pomaria, SC Daam Settachan Bangkok, Thai land 
Bruce Martin Joab El Monte, CA Michael Donn Wenholz G reen Bay, WI 
Mala Pattanayek Pendleton, SC Marva Je'Neen Williams Selma, NC 
Kev in Duffy Reynolds Honeoye Fa lls, NY 
Forest Resources 
Gary Owen Burger _ _ ________ Aiken, SC Biro! Uner ______ ____ __ Aydin, T urkey 
Emma G. Porter Charles ton, SC William Thomas Zawacki Roanoke, VA 
G enetic s 
Jenn ifer Anne Heer _____ __ Clemson , SC 
H orticulture 
Yenkateshwar R. Kambalapally ________ Hyderabad, India 
Microbiology 
Dawn Abbey ___________ Fort Myers, FL Alyssa Lee Mullins _ _ _______ LaFayette, GA 
Michael Damian DiNunzio Ashland , MA Ferda Soyer Izmir, Turkey 
Timothy Guan~H in Lim Singapore 
Nutrition 
Wi lliam Daryl Lewis _______ Mt Pleasant, SC Tong Zhu ___________ Shanghai, China 
Plant Pathology 
Merrilee Gale Anderson Schellsburg, PA 
Zoology 
Arla Lindsay Jessen _______ St Francisville, LA Ian James Renne __________ Pittsburgh, PA 
john William Lemons Belton, SC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS AND HUMANITIES 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE 
Joseph Louis King _________ Charleston, SC 
Elena M. Soto Orlando, FL 
Sean Eric Taylor~-------- Sacramento, CA 
Patrick Scott Ulrich Morgancown, WV 
MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT 
Adwait Vishwakumar Badawe ___ Maharashtra, India David Bradley Jongebreur _______ Atlanta, GA 
Blake Martin Cleghorn Las Vegas, NV Dowjones Lin Chiayi, Taiwan 
Devaditya Dassarma Calcutta, India Niki Kishor Shah Clemson, SC 
Brian Christopher Freiberger ___ New Hartford, NY Richard Caughman Touchstone Belmont, NC 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Rie Tsuchida ____________ Nara, japan Teresa Rose Van Hatten _____ New Brighton, MN 
MASTER OF ARTS 
English 
Russell James Barber ____ Stoke-on-Trent, England Linda Ashley Ramsay Hawkins ___ Spartanburg, SC 
Svetlana Drachova Zaporozhye, Ukraine Charlotte Allston Kendall St Petersburg, FL 
Helyn Elisabeth Evatt Taylors, SC William James Martin Greenwood, SC 
Kerri Ann Hamber Seneca, SC 
History 
Christopher Patrick Dickson -----,-Columbia, SC Haralambos Dimitrios Mihas _______ Detroit, Ml 
Blair Tracy Hinson Las Cruces, NM Robert T. Oliver Myrtle Beach, SC 
Professional Communication 
Julene Weaver Fisher ________ Greenwood, SC John Richard Gentry ---------Central, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Architecture 
Kaluachchi Prabodha jayat ilake ______ Colombo, Sri Lanka 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Michael Thomas Alcabes _______ Sayville, NY Mickey Lee Martin Greenwood, SC 
James Allen Buehler Greer, SC John David Mcleod Green vi Ile, SC 
Joseph Graham Burton Crossville, TN Laura Elizabeth O'Shields Woodruff, SC 
Joseph Lee Cann Spartanburg, SC Mark Edwin Painter Chesnee, SC 
Thomas Kevin Castle Inman, SC Randall K. Roberts Powdersvi Ile, SC 
James Wesley Davis Greenville, SC Alessandro Stokelj Trieste, Italy 
Mark William Dorcy Minneapolis, MN Joseph Anthoney Taylor Haines City, FL 
Daniel J. Esquirell Greenville, SC Christopher Todd Usher Greenville, SC 
Charles Allan Fries Greenville, SC Umashankar Venkatesan Greenville, SC 
Richard Keith Gilbert Greenville, SC Richard Daniel Vogt Grand Blanc, Ml 
Glenn A. Hicks Greenville, SC Adam Walter Watson Mauldin, SC 
Katherine Davenport Hoots Horse Shoe, NC Deborah Elizabeth Watson Mauldin, SC 
David Mark Kollm Acton, MA Jeffrey Scott Weidman Fairfax, VA 
Helena Koprivnikar Ljubljana, Slovenia Terri Vinson Wells Rutherfordton, NC 
Steven Bruce Latta Greenville, SC Frances Katherine Keim White ____ Greenville, SC 
MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY 
Paul S. Bachstetter __________ Ramsey, NJ 
Chihming Chang Taipei, Taiwan 
Paul James Saxenmeyer _______ ,,...-_.Sewell, NJ 
John Rodney Son Greenville, SC 
Jeffery William Faile Greenville, SC Joseph Keith Wilson 111 Clemson, SC 
Daniel Kenneth Galt Greenville, SC 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
(Master of Public Administration is jointly administered by 
Clemson University and the University of South Carolina.) 
Linda Campbell Dudley Starr, SC Rebecca Susan Miller __________ Pelzer, SC 
David Benjamin Graydon, ]r. ___ Travelers Rest, SC Kevin Bruce Tolson Hartsville, SC 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Economics 
Ellen Weeks Saltzman ______ Clemson, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Applied Psychology 
Candy Suzanne Howard _______ Ada, OH 
Applied Sociology 
Tricia Ann Manning Mountain Rest, SC 
Industrial Management 
Prakash Lakshman Aditham ____ Hyderabad, India Ram Ramakant Kubal ________ Clemson, SC 
Elizabeth Wilson Beasley Aiken, SC John Michael McKenzie Clemson, SC 
Daniel Patrick Oiminnie Allegany, NY Jaafar A. Yasin Clemson , SC 
Wendi Chastain Higgins Greenville, SC 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
MASTER OF ENGINEERING 
Agricultural Engineering 
Gary Alan Higginbotham Marietta, GA 
Ceramic Engineering 
James Robert Barrett lII Clemson, SC 
Civil Engineering 
Elizabeth Anne Burrington __ _,,,,.--_Charleston, SC Christopher Price Howard ______ ~Trenton, SC 
Manuel Enrique Flores Tegucigalpa, Honduras Julie Carol Slunt Baltimore, MO 
Electrical Engineering 
Michae l Arthur Anderson _______ Orlando, FL Mark Rodney Homing _____ Oklahoma City, OK 
Kenneth Louis Cockerham Fairfield, CT Angelo Neil Marcino Drums, PA 
David Terrance Ebright Napierville, IL 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural Engineering 
James Lloyd Knowlton ________ Memphis, TN Leilei Zhan,;_ _ __________ Beijing, Ch ina 
Bioengineering 
Elizabeth Marie Burke _________ Salem, CT Krinna Dilip Patel _________ Cincinnati, OH 
Russell John Havranek Arlington Heights, IL Jennifer Elizabeth Woodell Seneca, SC 
Ceramic Engineering 
Steven Craig Ball Anderson, SC 
Chemical Engineering 
Clark Elbert Barthel __________ Elgin, IL Charles Ted Lee, Jr. __________ Cayce, SC 
Olt Emil Geiculescu Bucharest, Romania William David Nothwang Lindrith, NM 
Chemistry 
Ronald James Berry Columbia City, IN Min He ____________ Shanghai, China 
Patrick David Daugherity ___ Colonial Heights, VA Ismail Kul Bursa, Turkey 
Mehtap Emirdag Izmir, Turkey Shengjian Li Chengdu, China 
Mustafa Guzel Izmir, Turkey 
Civil Engineering 
Matthew Barnabas Copple Whalley, England Edward George Sutt, Jr. ________ Weston, CT 
Steven C lark Dover Spartanburg, SC Cynthia Jane Torbik Pawleys Island, SC 
Aditya Vinayak Kothekar New Delhi, India Kenneth Glenn Tyner Florence, SC 
Jonathan Howard Nicol ___ South Hampton, England Yi Yan Clemson, SC 
Computer Engineering 
Zubair S.M. Beyabani ____ Andhra Pradesh, India Yarnini Rajagopal ________ Coimbatore, India 
Curtis Anthony Holmes Columbia, SC Joseph Craig Roman Mt Laurel, NJ 
Qiang Li Nanjing, China 
Computer Science 
Naveen Aerrabocu ________ Hyderabad, India Erik Christopher Doetsch ____ North Augusta, SC 
Dean Edward Bushey Bloomington, IN Lebo Jian Zhejiang, China 
Bharath Chand ramohan Clemson, SC Bao Li Tianjin, China 
Bin Chen Fujian, China Danny Howard Mace Gaffney, SC 
Huiqi Chu Beijing, China Jeffrey L. Murdoch Greer, SC 
Michael Lee Davis Pickens, SC Alan Richard Shealy Lexington, SC 
Electrical Engineering 
Srinath Audityan ________ Tamilnadu, India Sabri Gurbuz ___________ Maras, Turkey 
Xi Chen Beijing, China Michael Scott Maddux Savannah, GA 
Alan Kent Daniel North Augusta, SC Jason Lee Marshall Central, SC 
Michael William Fogle Greenville, SC Asif Abdulrahim Patel Greenville, SC 
Electrical Engineering (continued) 
Deepa Racakonda~-.,,----------,,--Clemson, SC Sheela Venkacesan ________ Namakkal, India 
James Christopher Smolka Spartanburg, SC Heng Zeng Central, SC 
Environmental Systems Engineering 
David Michael Bennerc ________ Marion, AL Jamie Christine Sharp Norton _____ Augusca, GA 
Rebecca Leigh Buddin Rock Hill, SC 
Douglas Marlowe Cash Decroic, MI 
Regina Carol Dixon Loveland, OH 
Scewarc James Griner Easley, SC 
Mehmet Kit is Izmir, Turkey 
Steven Edward Pfanstiel Indianapolis, IN 
Kelly Elizabeth Reiser West Columbia, SC 
Allison Gail Rodieck San Diego, CA 
William Wilson Sowers Linwood, NJ 
Macchew Paul Speer Avon, OH 
Jason Nathanael Metzger Flanders, NY Charles LeMay Wright, Jr. Riverton, WY 
Hydrogeoiogy 
John Stephen Blanchard _______ Rochester, NY Stephanie Marie Sibbecc. ________ Visalia, CA 
Sheri Lyn Mazur Clemson, SC James David Snook Tel ford, PA 
Sarah Adella Wyse Price Aiken, SC Jeffrey John Thibaulc Piscataway, NJ 
Industrial 
Anne Brzonkala -~-~-------Fairfax, VA 
Rupesh Pravinbhai Chokshi Baroda, India 
Sudarshan Govind Ghace Gandhinagar, India 
Mario Maurice Harper Goose Creek, SC 
Daniel Jebaraj Madras, India 
Nishich Kohli Gwalior, India 
Engineering 
Teruo Ogawa ___________ Clemson, SC 
Steven Patrick Pascale Lakewood, CA 
Ximena M. Ponce Quito, Ecuador 
Tamara Holt Smutzer Greenville, SC 
Arun Srinivasan Bombay, India 
Adwaic Anil Supanekar Pune, India 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Nidia Constanza Gallego. _______ Cali, Colombia Narayan Sankaran--------- Kera la, India 
Mathematical Sciences 
Alex Jerome Radka __________ Mobile, AL Aaron Alan Sumner ________ High Point, NC 
Mechanical Engineering 
Thomas Charles Amond III _____ Greenville, SC Wilson Reeves Lewis, Jr. ____ Moncks Corner, SC 
John Philip Farmer III Easley, SC Shane Rabun Marcin Pauline, SC 
Shields Brancley Hunter, Jr. Pendleton, SC Kevin Thomas McGovern Wagener, SC 
Daniel Gaiennie Hyams Ruston, LA Stephane Maurice Morvan Paris, France 
Physics 
James Allen Lester Glenn, Jr. ____ Charleston, SC Clinton W. Schneider ______ Oconomowoc, WI 
Gary Earl Heaton Clinton, SC George Grant Williams Boonville, NY 
Claudia A. Robinson Munich, Germany 
Textile Chemistry 
Jing Bai. ____________ Shandong, China James David Eggleston _________ Greer, SC 
Textile Science 
Amul R. Merchanc_,--,,,--..,.-------Surac, India Hong Yin ___________ Shanghai, China 
Michele Marie Sawich-Towler Ann Arbor, MI 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
Administration and Supervision 
Tony Jay Crunkleton _________ Toccoa, GA Phyllis Quick Scewarc _________ Achens, GA 
Kim Deicle Jordan Lavonia, GA Carole C. Walker Dahlonega, GA 
Richard Randolph Sosebee Dahlonega, GA 
MASTER OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
Karen Louise Andersen _______ Gainesville, FL Franklin Eugene Holland _______ Clemson, SC 
Randolph Elijah Bueler III Bronx, NY Carol Diane Jones Townville, SC 
Ernest Young Church Greenwood, SC Leslie Elizabeth Kimball Clemson, SC 
Angela Davenport Cooper Greenwood, SC Kaye Cantrell Lawson Seneca, SC 
Holly Anne Dexter Greenville, SC Renie Cynthia McLeod Anderson, SC 
Ronald D. Ellis Anderson, SC Zanecca Lee Parks Anderson, SC 
John Thomas Henry Greenville, SC James Louie Whice, Jr. Anderson, SC 
James Phillip Hill Columbia, SC Paul Ernest White, Jr. Mc Pleasant, SC 
MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
Jean Thompson Bellack _________ Easley, SC James Arnold Meeks _________ Comelia, GA 
Kathleen B. Burgess Pickens, SC Liam Henry O'Hara Clemson, SC 
Charles Cleveland Eberhart Spartanburg, SC Janee Elizabeth Preston Naples, NY 
Walcer Daniel Horelick Stratford, CT Michelle Lee Vigil Pueblo, CO 
John Anthony Licclefield, Jr. Laurinburg, NC David Alan Watson Brisco!, TN 
Kristen Kathleen Martin Sumter, SC 
MASTER OF PARKS, RECREATION AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT 
Barry Ingalls Smith _________ Augusta, GA Catherine Ann Yonkoski ________ Dunlo, PA 
Katherine L. Walker Hartsville, SC 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Administration and Supervision 
Jerry Timothy Brown _________ Toccoa, GA Ricky Dale Higginbotham _______ Elberton, GA 
Sandra Harris Guest Elberton, GA Katherine S. Sparks Lavonia, GA 
Counseling and Guidance Services 
Tracy Leigh Addyman _______ Fountain Inn, SC Glenda Elaine Brooks Moore _______ Saluda, SC 
Suzanne Morgan Atkinson Clemson, SC Sean Andrew Murphy Bristol, England 
Ann Tice Bradshaw C layton, GA Sonya Ann Owens Marion, SC 
Karen Kaylor Brown Charlotte, NC Celester Pearson Greenwood, SC 
Cindy W. Burnett Seneca, SC Amy Hunt Reese Greenville, SC 
Stacie Ann Ellett Columbia, SC Justine Raquel Rhodes Alexandria, VA 
Zena Sharesa Hamilton North Charleston, SC Pamela Rhea Sargent Easley, SC 
Sandra Mayfield Hartsell Fountain Inn, SC Julie Davis Sawyer Rock Hill, SC 
Sandra C. King Lavonia, GA Jean Marie Schurlknight Charleston, SC 
Melanie Gaylen Lawing Sherrills Ford, NC Jimmy Joe Sercey, Jr. Greenville, SC 
Christina Dawn LeMay Clemson, SC Lorraine B. Smith Fountain Inn, SC 
Hilary Caitlin Lord Richmond, CA Brett David Sowell Taylors, SC 
Tammy Autry McCall Autryville, NC Michael Anthony Whitener Pickens, SC 
Abigai l Ann Molloseau Clemson, SC 
Elementary Education 
Sarah Omar Abdulkarim Clemson, SC Laurie Lowe McCall __________ Belton, SC 
Amy Campbe ll Bagwell Piedmont, SC Julia Lynch McKenzie Seneca, SC 
Thelma B. Blair Simpsonville, SC Anita Keller Porter Westminster, SC 
Teresa Lynn Booth Belton, SC Pamela Lunsford Quick Toccoa, GA 
Joy Southerland Farr Anderson, SC Sandy Mitchell Robinson Honea Path, SC 
Margaret Denise Bolt Fredericks ____ Anderson, SC 
Reading 
Laura Mae Newmark _______ Clemson, SC 
Secondary Education 
Lisa McKinney Crawford ------Greenwood, SC Marlene Diane Jackson-Toth ____ Georgetown, SC 
Mildred Shirley Dodd West Union, SC Kevin Stewart Merritt Easley, SC 
Special Education 
Connielisa Mohid Asad ______ Corpus Christi, TX Denise Elizabeth Mathewes. _______ Mauldin, SC 
Tammy Marie Hall Elberton, GA Pamela Claire Scruggs Massena, NY 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Nursing 
Julie G lace Boggs __________ Hodges, SC Chris Doster Lotti __ ~------- Martin, GA 
Lydia McCorkle Dunaway Anderson, SC Valerie Walker Mattingly Anderson, SC 
Jo Cooper Hazlehurst Walhalla, SC Jerome Francis Mega, Jr. Anderson, SC 
Darlene Brown Hoyle Anderson, SC Rhonda Lynn Tate Asheville, NC 
Laura Leigh Leary Simpsonville, SC 
Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management 
Joanne Malinovsky Poughkeepsie, NY 
Candidates for the Bachelor's Degree 
CANDIDATES FOR THE BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND LIFE SCIENCES 
WILLIAM BUSSE WEHRENBERG, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Biological Sciences 
Brandi Lynn Hodges ______ West Columbia, SC Gabe Stihl Sasser __________ Rock Hill, SC 
••Matthew Scott Opatrny Shelton, CT Elizabeth Angeline Welch Charleston, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural and Applied Economics 
Sasha Laila Harris ________ Mt Pleasant, SC Alison Dawn Rhoad __________ McBee, SC 
James William Patterson York, SC 
Agricultural 
Lawrence Harold Benenhaley ------Sumter, SC 
J. Michael Bonnette Lugoff, SC 
James Morgan Orangeburg, SC 
Education 
Stephen Edwin Sanderson _____ .....,,__,....,Dalzell, SC 
Charles Colin Worsencroft St Matthews, SC 
Agricultural Mechanization and Business 
Kevin Ashton Franklin _______ Newberry, SC Thomas Marion Lowder II _______ Oswego, SC 
Animal Industries 
Nancy Banks Carson _________ Camden 1 SC Wilton Benjamin Price ________ Central, SC 
Shawn Patrick Ellis West Columbia, SC David Mark Roberts Asheville, NC 
Mordecai Lewis Evans Rock Hill, SC William Brock Sauls Meggett, SC 
Kathryn Ruth Stewart Henry Burlington, NC David Armstrong Valbuena Savannah, GA 
Jocelyn Elene Paul Chatham, MA 
Aquaculture, Fisheries and Wildlife Biology 
Sonya Rebecca Anthony ______ --,, Columbia, SC Wayne Scott Langley, Jr. _______ Rock Hill, SC 
John Stephen Bolton, Jr. Greenwood, SC Randall Lane Mason Newry, SC 
Joseph Roy Cantrell Piedmont, SC Bradley Jason McAbee Goose Creek, SC 
Steven Russ Cranford Hartsville, SC Danielle Danya Melnick Medford, NJ 
Jeffrey Dwight Dolliver Rock Hill, SC William Dickson Morris, Jr. Columbia, SC 
Sylvia Sharon Garrett Lyman, SC Michael Damon Nichols Columbia, SC 
Jason Keeling Hege Pickens, SC Brian Heath Owens Barnwell, SC 
Heather Elizabeth Hendricks Greer1 SC +**Anica Carol Parsons Taylors, SC 
*Kristina May Jerome Pendleton, SC Michael Todd Simmons Estill, SC 
Christopher Lane Kinsey Neeses, SC 
Biochemistry 
Jonathan David Lewis _______ Woodbridge, VA Bridget Frances Talbot _______ Charleston, SC 
*Ramani Venkata Ravula Greenville, SC Christopher Benton Whitehurst Abbeville, SC 
H. Edward Sprenkle Pawleys Island, SC 
Biological 
*Sarah Emily Ashworth -------. Dayton, OH 
James Emerson Babcock Columbia, SC 
Jennifer Lynn Carnes Taylors, SC 
**Geoffrey Kelly Chambers Mt Pleasant, SC 
+•Allen Earl Frick Florence, SC 
Tamela Denise Heyward Beaufort, SC 
Kyle Harris Johnson Columbia, SC 
Jeanne Sue Leonard Salem, SC 
•••Matthew Tolbert Logan Greenwood, SC 
Jennifer Laine Melton Chesnee, SC 
William Spencer Pearson, Jr. Greenville, SC 
Richard Harris Preston Hampton Beach, NH 
Sciences 
Kimberly Dawn Reason ______ Britton's Neck, SC 
Julie Allison Rudd Murrysville, PA 
*Gretchen Lynn Schmeltzer Marietta, GA 
Paul John Seim Dayton, OH 
+**Kevin John Short Cheraw, SC 
Senfronia LaChanda Smith McCormick, SC 
Ansel Martin Tyndall II Dillon, SC 
James Brent Varnadoe Sumter, SC 
Kathleen Wilcox Ann Arbor, Ml 
Katrina Jeannine Wright Aiken, SC 
Jeffery Paul Yenzer St Louis, MO 
Brian Ashley Zettle Clemson, SC 
Food Science 
Lawrence Dawson Burmester lll ___ Mt Pleasant, SC Liberty Dawn Tanner ________ Hemingway, SC 
Forest Resource Management 
Gordon Badger Baker Ill _______ Manning, SC Patrick William Mason ________ Newberry, SC 
Scott Edward Collins Gilbert, SC Justin Stephens McMillan II Allendale, SC 
Shane Phillip Ducker Greenville, SC William Franklin Milliken II Columbia, SC 
Shannon Lee Forrest Saluda, SC Brandon Lee Price Seneca, SC 
Arthur Parsons Geer Georgetown, SC Brian Edward Rogers Clemson, SC 
Benjamin Clay Hughes Orangeburg, SC Joshua Ian White Walterboro, SC 
Christa Dawn Jordan Travelers Rest, SC 
Horticulture 
Kendra Gay Ayers __________ Toccoa, GA *Margaret Lucile Klerlein ________ Sylva, NC 
Thomas Clifford Blankenship Florence, SC Jeffrey Brian Koonce Rock Hill, SC 
Russell Walker Blanton Spartanburg, SC Mark Tanyon Prince Loris, SC 
Todd Douglas Cochran Monroe, GA ***Philip Scott Ward Spartanburg, SC 
Thomas Scott Drayton Bishopville, SC Cory Miller Whaley Seaford, DE 
Michael Arthur Fabian Clemson, SC *Holly Maria Whisnant Sylva, NC 
Neil Jordan Franklin Clover, SC Shane Christopher Windham Lamar, SC 
Joseph Mark Holder Liberty, SC Jeffrey Randall Young Walterboro, SC 
Amy Talbert Howard Lexington, SC 
Microbiology 
Allison Tina Earlin ________ Charleston, SC Sonya Renee Lyles __________ Camden, SC 
Tamara Lynn Hilburn Loris, SC Jason Corey Tennison Clemson, SC 
Packaging Science 
Neil Ridgely Britton _________ Fairport, NY Ryan James Sousa _______ North Attleboro, MA 
Michael Scott Carpenter North Augusta, SC Rufus Cornelius Streater Ill Hartsville, SC 
Samuel Brocklin Edgar Anderson, SC William Samuel Walker Anderson, SC 
Christopher Thomas Malaney Milton, MA Phillip Ray Wilson, Jr. Spartanburg, SC 
*Jennifer Hai Palmer Greenville, SC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS AND HUMANITIES 
JAMES FRAZIER BARKER, Dean 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Eric James Benjamin-------- Columbus, OH 
•••Kari Weaver Hopkins Sterling, VA 
Brenda Jones Shotwell ________ Landrum, SC 
BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
**Barret Dickson Anderson ______ ~Nichols, SC Thomas Edward Medeiros ______ Edgartown, MA 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Design 
Alice Margaret Abreu ________ Charlotte, NC **Benjamin Rogel Urueta _____ Morelos, Mexico 
English 
Ethan Heyward Bellamy ___ Hilton Head Island, SC James Madison Longshore Ill _____ Columbia, SC 
Jessica Belmont Mclean, VA Robert L. Messina Media, PA 
Lisa Joy Domanosky Madison, CT Emma Peetz Sydney, Australia 
William Atwood Dorrell Kingstree, SC Hilary Elise Sprengelmeyer Florence, SC 
Watson Eaddy Felder Summerton, SC Sheila Renee Stansell Easley, SC 
**Jodi Dawn Fogle Conway, SC Alishia Kathryn Sullivan Pageland, SC 
Tonia Lynn Gage Suwanee, GA Rebecca Catharine Wallace Columbia, SC 
***Ami Renee Jolley Aiken, SC Sophie Woorons Valenciennes, France 
Anna Kathleen Jordan ohnsonville, SC Kristin Ann Zygar Linden, NJ 
Amanda Ann Litchfield ___ Grosse Point Woods, Ml 
History 
+•Sara Elizabeth Csontos _______ Akron, OH Howard Craig Russell ________ Greenville, SC 
Brian Theron McCants Easley, SC Terra India Scales Walhalla, SC 
Michael William McCombs Lithonia, GA Jared F. Scarpaci Danvers, MA 
Language and International Trade 
Edmund Kemp Carson ________ Poquoson, VA Julianne Keisler Harman ________ Gilbert, SC 
Christian Hansen Dyrlund Weston, CT Steven Todd Howard Clemson, SC 
David Benjamin Fisher Panama City, Panama Alice Elizabeth Smith Warrington, England 
David Joel Fitts Spartanburg, SC *Stacie Thomas Orlando, FL 
Deborah Elizabeth Greenlee Elkhart, IN Derek Ennis Tindall Clemson, SC 
*Nathan Edward Grosse Madison, WI Laurie Jelayne Wimmer Northport, AL 
Speech and Communication Studies 
***Becky Cole Chambers ____ Winston-Salem, NC Margaret Anna Moss _________ Trenton, SC 
*Catherine Elizabeth Collins Lancaster, SC Gina Therese Policelli Ellicott City, MD 
Kristie Nicole Hill Spring, TX *Wendy Lane Willis Fountain Inn, SC 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
English and Political Science 
Scott Bradley Chamberlin Lexington, KY 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Construction Science 
**Mark Edward Erler ______ Sharps Chapel, TN 
Charles Rucker Hipp 111 Charleston, SC 
Leroy Lamar Leach Charleston, SC 
and Management 
Timothy Jackson McKay -------Nashville, TN 
Frederick William Sidebotham Rochester, NY 
Design 
Nathan Dolen Fell _________ Rochester, Ml Robert Ira Mothershed, Jr. Camden, SC 
Stacie Deann Ford Loris, SC Ashley Cameron Risher ____ Hilton Head Island, SC 
Andrew Wilson Gaillard Spartanburg, SC Francis Marion Smith ll Luray, SC 
Tommy Ray Manuel ll Swansea, SC Richard Abram Spicer Columbia, SC 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
JERRY EUGENE TRAPNELL, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Economics 
Jon Christopher Davis ------Columbia, SC 
Political Science 
Brian Francis Bannon ______ West Harcford, CT 
Brian Todd Fulkerson Gaffney, SC 
Joseph Jermaine Mungo ------_,,.-Bethune, SC 
**Daniel Anthony Nodes Georgetown, SC 
Elizabeth Hope Holmes Taylors, SC ***Darren Kent Sanders Myrtle Beach, SC 
Leighann Kristi Lawyer Laurel Springs, NJ *Joni Deanne Singleton Conway, SC 
Bryan Paul McCrossen Oceanside, NY *Kelley Lyons Waterfall Philadelphia, PA 
Psychology 
Michelle Lyn Boozer ________ Prosperity, SC Michael Kevin Hughes. ________ _cSeneca, SC 
Frederic Showa Busch Walhalla, SC Lee Anne Jones Anderson, SC 
Troy Hudson Carter, Jr. Greenville, SC Scott David McCullough Rochester, NY 
Mark Sterlyn Coe Darlington, SC *Allison Jean Novellino Setauket, NY 
Jessica A. Cooper Oxford, CT **Mary Atmar Owings Charleston, SC 
Jennifer L. Crank Greenville, SC Darin Lynn Rumer Lima, OH 
John Michael DeWorken Rockaway, NJ +**Jeannie Suzanne Sloan Columbia, SC 
***Kelly Evon Dickerson Cayce, SC Travis Mclnnis Suggs Columbia, SC 
+***Eric Brian Fields Rock Hill, SC Jennifer Kelly Thomas Charleston, SC 
Karen Elaine Fitzkee Washington, DC Katie Elizabeth Webb Pendleton, SC 
*Cally Jane Forbes Greenville, SC *Lisa Elaine Wilson Anderson, SC 
Santana Delano Freeman Abbeville, SC Joe Harold Woods, Jr. Union, SC 
Kristen Love Haralson Denmark, SC 
Sociology 
**Tomoko Takemoto Brown Kagawa, japan Nancy Ellen Neal Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Joelle Marie Curcio Ocala, FL David Houston Peden Seneca, SC 
Jason Benjamin Hankins Floyds Knobs, IN Yai Kitsana Pooagith Spartanburg, SC 
+*Kimberly Adrienne Hebert Newington, CT Darin Lynn Rumer Lima, OH 
Tricia Michelle Jones Saluda, SC Elbert Mackenzie Shell Laurens, SC 
Amanda Fisher McGovern ___ Virginia Beach, VA Ryan McCorkle Suddeth Salem, SC 
*Leslie Jane Mundy Pendleton, SC Sherry McNeely Whitmire ____ Lake Toxaway, NC 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
English and Psychology 
Kristi Anne Derikarc Florence, SC 
Philosophy and Political Science 
*Stephen Jonathan Wukela Florence, SC 
Philosophy and Psychology 
Jennifer Leigh Campbell Greenville, SC 
Psychology and Sociology 
Glen Joseph Koshko ________ .Middletown, NJ ***Cindy Gorze Roper ______ Travelers Rest, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Accounting 
Lori Michelle Armocida _______ Clemson, SC Angela A. King __________ Bishopville, SC 
+•••David Matthew Bachmann Marietta, GA Bradley Steven Kirschner Boyertown, PA 
Kristin Coogan Bocchino Alpharetta, GA Jennifer Janee McAlister Pendleton, SC 
Catherine Moorer Brunson Orangeburg, SC Turner McCullough Ill Abbeville, SC 
David William Chasteen Piedmont, SC Patrick Michael McElderry Columbia, SC 
***Kristie Crunkleton Cole Anderson, SC Kristen Marie Meade Summerville, SC 
James Edward Cornette Salem, SC ***Brett Jason Nazworth Easley, SC 
*Phyllis Allison Dobbs Greer, SC Leandra Chamette Pitts Anderson, SC 
Teresa Lynn Ferstl Townville, SC ReGina Lynn Polite Norway, SC 
Russell Raymond Fricke Township, NJ Stephanie Nicole Ricketts Abbeville, SC 
*Peter Zack Fulmer Chattanooga, TN Ryan Michael Sikora Springfield, VA 
*Michelle Lee Gosnell Campobello, SC Neil Chiles Steifle lll Greenwood, SC 
**Heath Nelson Hatchell Columbia, SC David William Straitiff Greenville, SC 
Willie James Hillstock, Jr. Roebuck, SC Leah Beth Strickland Aiken, SC 
Victoria M. Johnson Easley, SC Tiffany A. Sullivan Clemson, SC 
Accounting (continued) 
Melissa Ann Taylor _________ Dublin, OH Jennifer Nora Wharton ------- Bethesda, MD 
*Charles Roger Welfare Winston, GA 
Economics 
Chadrick Dale Campbell Seneca, SC Susan Elizabeth Matt-------- Pittsburgh, PA 
Brian James Cunningham ___ Great Barrington, MA Kenneth William Nettles, Jr. Lexington, SC 
*George Thomas Hamrick Greenville, SC Bradley Jacob Pope Alpharetta, GA 
+*Erika Luisa Kempff LaPaz, Bolivia 
Financial Management 
Daniel Gene Barnes North Augusta, SC 
Clyde Arthur Brady IV Winter Park, FL 
*Mikele Angelo Colasurdo ___ St Catharines, Ontario 
Jeffrey Brian Darling Roswell, GA 
Richard Thomas Davis Bishopville, SC 
*Timothy Andrew Johnson _______ Aiken, SC 
Suzanne Kirayoglu Spartanburg, SC 
Chad John Linden Bethel Park, PA 
Stacy Lyn Morin Florence, SC 
Joseph Lee Munn Camden, SC 
John Robert Decker Stockton, NJ 
***Adam Thomas Eagleston Huntington, WV 
Kristina Marie Foxworth Florence, SC 
David Carl Nymark Anderson, SC 
David Frederick Radlmann Tewksbury, NJ 
Arlie David Watkins Camden, AL 
*Leonora Lee·Ann Freeman Williamston, SC Robert Dale Zeller II Newark, OH 
Kindra Anita Johnson Trenton, SC 
Graphic Communications 
Stephanie Jane Addison _______ Charleston, SC Paul Evans Galbreath Chestertown, MD 
Monica Alecia Ashley Charleston, SC Cynthia Ann Harmon Greenville, SC 
**Anna Lorie Ayer North Augusta, SC Edward Anthony Jacobs Bernardsville, NJ 
**Cecilie Gail Broome North Augusta, SC Kevin Richard Koshar Columbia, SC 
Randell Mark Carter Greer, SC James Allan Lesley, Jr. Easley, SC 
Deborah Ann Charyk Trenton, NJ Terry Antonio Pridgen Virginia Beach, VA 
Charles David Chinnis Summerville, SC Heather Paige Strickland Greenville, SC 
Erin Johanna Chipley Westwood, MA +***Margaret Catherine Traynham ___ Lansing, KS 
Kevin Thomas Dingle Catonsville, MD Christopher Gregory Weiser Anderson, SC 
Mark Timothy Ebert Winston-Salem, NC *Stephanie D. Zook Hilton Head Island, SC 
Industrial Management 
Gail Goodhue Addison _______ Shaftsbury, VT Michael Jason Howell Easley, SC 
Marshall Chad Buchanan Central, SC *Marla Marie Kratus Albany, GA 
Jay Douglas Cannon Greenville, SC 
Thomas Jason Gogue Anderson, SC 
*Frederick Stewart McQueen ____ Huntington, WV 
Michael Allen Ray Johns Island, SC 
Kristen Kay Goodman Pendleton, SC **Virginia Lauren Wilson Columbia, SC 
William Thomas Henderson IV Greer, SC Brandon Lee Woodward Greenville, SC 
Management 
Todd Brookter Abercrombie Fountain Inn, SC Mark Joseph Magliocchetti ____ Fairfax Station, VA 
Michael Joseph Alber Greenville, SC Dexter Keith McCleon Meridian, MS 
*Jorge Ventura Anaya Orozco __ Guadalajara, Mexico Shawn Oliver McKee Charleston, SC 
Amy Lyn Austgen Cary, NC Christopher James Merlo Anderson, SC 
Sherry Leigh Bolding Easley, SC Brian Scott Merritt Greer, SC 
Stacey Lynn Bolding Easley, SC Andrew Wesley Mignerey Pensacola, FL 
Harold David Brooks Greenville, SC Melenee Calhoun Morris Sandy Springs, SC 
Nina Joan DeMaria Greer, SC Bruce Kelly Rowland Greer, SC 
Nicola Ann Dukes Clemson, SC Andrew Keith Sanders Orangeburg, SC 
Grant Christopher English Anderson, SC William Hurley Scottow Mt Pleasant, SC 
*David Brice Hopper Plano, TX Jennifer Verrett Segars Anderson, SC 
Danita Larissa Jones Belton, SC Peter David Senger Mt Pleasant, SC 
Sunah Annette Kim Greenville, SC Megan Ann Shea Clemson, SC 
Gina Rose Leeds Monroe, NY Bernd Spies Massapequa, NY 
Michael Ivan Leontuk Anderson, SC Charles Roland Towne II Charleston, SC 
Silas B. Lewis Greenville, SC Scott Joseph Winchester Midland, Ml 
Theresa Elizabeth MacDonald Roswell, GA 
Marketing 
Christopher John Bermann Simsbury, CT *Jennifer Ellis Lowe Spartanburg, SC 
Robert Edward Blakeney Lugoff, SC Marshall Munroe Monckton ____ Myrtle Beach, SC 
Martin Daniel Bratcher Hagerstown, MD Gary Wayne Moriarty Clemson, SC 
Karen Elizabeth Burr Richmond, VA Christie Denise Mull Travelers Rest, SC 
Steven Michael Chung Concord, MA Marcus O'Ryan Newton Clinton, SC 
Matthew W. Creeden Branchville, NJ Dennis Michael O'Brien Lincroft, NJ 
Carlos Rodriquez Curry Decatur, GA **Kristy Deanne Palmquist San Gabriel, CA 
Eric Thomas Dunn Wayne, NJ Bryan Francis Parker Pennsauken, NJ 
Stella Elian Evans Central, SC George Jason Pennypacker West Grove, PA 
Jason Nicholas Finley Camden, SC Holly Beverly Rowe Taylors, SC 
Jennifer Joy Fuller Winter Park, FL David Andrew Shivell Kingsport, TN 
Katherine Robbins Harkawik ___ Germantown, MD Mikel Lee Silvertooth The Woodlands, TX 
Paul David Higgins Westwood, MA Elizabeth Burns Smith Lewisburg, WV 
Jill Victoria Hilliard Anderson, SC Emory Jerald Smith Pensacola, FL 
Matthew Gee Hollifield Walhalla, SC Katharine Elizabeth Smith Conway, SC 
Marketing (continued) 
Paul Lerrez Streater __________ Cheraw, SC **Larkin Lee Wallace _______ Greenville, SC 
Bryan Willis Thomas Lamar, SC David James Wells III Irmo, SC 
Christopher John Vultaggio Red Bank, NJ Robert Jerald Whitmire, Jr. Simpsonville, SC 
Jeffrey Tad Waggoner Gainesville, GA 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
THOMAS MICHAEL KEINATH, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Chemistry 
Kevin Malcolm O'Neal ________ Johnston, SC Will C. Wannamaker, Jr. _______ Swansea, SC 
Computer Science 
Kevin Grant Hardy _______ Walhalla, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural Engineering 
(Agricultural Engineering is jointly administered by the College of 
Agticulture, Forestry and Life Sciences and the College of Engineering and Science.) 
+*John Ray Bradford III Summerville, SC Audrey Dianne Johnson _______ Green Sea, SC 
Robert Stephen Brunson Jamestown, SC Lorian Elizabeth Moose Burke, VA 
Keith Anthony Byrd Moncks Corner, SC Ana Michel Puckett North Charleston, SC 
Kevin Henry Chitwood Hot Springs, AR Christa Joy Sherman Easley, SC 
Jason Wayland Davis North Augusta, SC Stacey Heyward Suber Simpsonville, SC 
Leon Franklin Fulmer, Jr. Prosperity, SC John Allison Thomas, Jr. Walterboro, SC 
***Jason Patrick Johns Oak Harbor, OH 
Ceramic 
Jason Anthony Alewine -------=-Lexington, SC 
Keith Wesley Barefoot Greensboro, NC 
Ryan Christopher Brown Columbia, SC 
john C. Bruckmann lil Powdersville, SC 
Aron Ray Buterbaugh Hamilton, NY 
Gregory Duane Goff Saluda, SC 
Chemical 
Brett Dennis Alkins ____ Washington Township, NJ 
Jennifer Suzanne Cribb Spartanburg, SC 
*Richard Mark Gnegy Summerville, SC 
Chad Christopher Greer Winston-Salem, NC 
Robert Eberhardt Moore Dothan, AL 
Engineering 
Kristy Lee Gordon _________ Charleston, SC 
Joseph Wylie Ham, Jr. Sumter, SC 
Simon Felipe Leiderman Medellin, Colombia 
Mark William Olson Novi, MI 
Eric Wayne Quesnel Moore, SC 
David Blaine Sanderson Lake View, SC 
Engineering 
David Drew Raines _________ Maryville, TN 
Samuel Jerome Savage, Jr. Columbia, SC 
+*Jeffrey Michael Toke Greenville, SC 
Broderick Rodell Wilks McConnells, SC 
Chemistry 
David Keith Etherton ________ Bethesda, MD John Kenneth Murphy, Jr. _______ Edgefield, SC 
*Tanya Michele Kitchens Clinton, SC Charles Ernest Taylor IV Orangeburg, SC 
Civil Engineering 
Robert Wayne Aiken ________ Columbia, SC Vu The Nguyen. ________ North Charleston, SC 
Jennifer Lynn Beckman Columbia, MO Scott Morgan Nyland Columbia, SC 
Frank Stanford Bland III Chester, SC Jeffrey Scott Parris Gaffney, SC 
Jerry Tyler Bowers, Jr. Florence, SC *Richard Eric Rathmann Orlando, FL 
Tracy Danielle Britz Middletown, NY John Rhett Reidenbach Isle Of Palms, SC 
Marion Bethany Cinader Tucker, GA Roger Dale Rhodes Roebuck, SC 
Kenneth Todd Crawford Spartanburg, SC Nicole Lynn Roberts Stanfordville, NY 
Alexander B. Cvikl Aiken, SC Stanley Lewis Roof, Jr. West Columbia, SC 
David Thomas Fey Easley, SC James Walter Rush Cleveland, OH 
Trinity Lee Fowler Greenville, SC Robert Joseph Ruth Davidson, NC 
David Alan Frazier Beaufort, SC Brandon James Speakman Germantown 1 TN 
John Baker Fulmer, Jr. Sumter, SC Bailey Parker Stuart Fair Play, SC 
Kenneth Leon Hayes Dillon, SC Jason Donald Thompson Johnsonville, SC 
Thomas William Haynes, Jr. Fayetteville, GA Mark Ingle Tipton Ladson, SC 
**Stephanie Ann Hess Statesboro, GA Derek Ray Watson Petersburg, VA 
William Anthony Johnson Greenville, SC Matthew Gilstrap Wilks Charleston, SC 
Darian Trevor Jones Lexington, SC Benjamin Rice Wofford, Jr. Anderson, SC 
Charles Earle Kennedy Pinopolis, SC *Tara Leigh Yeargin Greenwood, SC 
*Daryle Rommie Meddings Hinesville, GA 
Computer 
Jason Monsak Chirakansakcharoen_Bangkok, Thailand 
*Kevin David Guthrie Fountain Inn, SC 
Gregory Stephen Monn Fredericksburg, VA 
Michael Alan Morrow Spartanburg, SC 
Engineering 
**Christopher Steven Rumpf _____ Harcsville, SC 
James B. Schwab Tarentum, PA 
Shannon Gerald lee Sherbert Greenwood, SC 
Computer Information Systems 
Matthew Lee Gregory--------- DeBary, FL Mathew Adam McPherson _____ Jacksonville, FL 
Christopher Ray Hollifield Spartanburg, SC William Earl Robinson Greenville, SC 
Computer 
Sandra Dixon Alden-------- Rustburg, VA 
Science 
*Charles Edward Reeves, Jr. _____ Reevesville, SC 
Jeffrey David Brown Charleston, SC 
Malcolm Haussan Cooper Hemingway, SC 
**Thorsten Horst Curcio Ocala, FL 
Wayne Allen Jenness Hampton, SC 
Michael Joseph Kloss Cincinnati, OH 
••Cynthia L. Miller Charleston, SC 
Scott Christopher Mitchell Greendale, WI 
Electrical 
*Babak Bahram--.,--,----..,-------Greenville, SC 
**Matthew David Bender Bettendorf, IA 
John Randolph Bestermann Beaufort, SC 
Dennis Marc Brewer Rock Hill, SC 
Michael David Childs Seneca, SC 
••Bret Thomas Costic Folly Beach, SC 
**Kenneth C. Davis II Charleston, SC 
**Saundria Louise Diaddigo Paducah, KY 
Victor J. Doyle Freehold, NJ 
Bradley Lane Durham Westminster, SC 
John McClellan Fleming Washington, DC 
Dean Mclaurin Gulledge Chesterfield, SC 
**James Raymond Heil Spartanburg, SC 
**Terri Tanice Hightower Aiken, SC 
Allen Douglas Hinson Rock Hill, SC 
James A. Hoftiezer Spartanburg, SC 
+*John Carlton Jackson Lugoff, SC 
Vickie Kaltsounis Myrtle Beach, SC 
Mary Denise Shealy Greenwood, SC 
Heather Devon Smith Clemson, SC 
**David Hawkins Sneed Morristown, TN 
+***Steven Alexander Spoon Taylors, SC 
Deanna Lou Stafford Anderson, SC 
Leon Eric Zeldin Greenville, SC 
Engineering 
Paul Methea Locklair Ill Effingham, SC 
Agere Yilma Mekuria Georgetown, SC 
*David Marshall Milner Hartwell, GA 
James Njuguna Mugo Ndungu Limuru, Kenya 
Richard Steven Perry Lexington, KY 
Michael Glenn Peters Elberton, GA 
Jeremy Owen Pickens Greer, SC 
Glenn R. Rathje Jacksonville, FL 
Marcus Dale Riggins Central, SC 
William Lamar Robinson Bowman, SC 
Jonathan Daniel Sadler Camden, SC 
Saurin Vithal Shah Atlanta, GA 
LeRoy M. Stewart Clemson, SC 
James Thomas Sughrue Greenville, SC 
Matthew Christopher Swierkowski __ North Field, MN 
Thomas Edward Troutman Elloree, SC 
*David Phillips White III Clover, SC 
Reginal Francis Wiles Holly Hill, SC 
Geology 
Anthony Wayne Boatwright _______ Cheraw, SC Russell Brooks Miller ________ Greenville, SC 
Terron Jackson Edwards Greenville, SC R. Kevin Sarver Hanahan, SC 
Industrial Engineering 
Tillman Jesse Abell III Cordova, SC Christopher John Mussel Spartanburg, SC 
Noelle Renee Austin Baton Rouge, LA Barney Stephen Owens Pelzer, SC 
Troy Madison Blood Augusta. GA Hitesh R. Patel Anderson, SC 
Rashonda Brian Inman, SC Kenneth Clifford Raycroft Anderson, SC 
Franklin Grant Cantrell, Jr. Simpsonville, SC Nitin Gajanan Shanbha Woodruff, SC 
Alan William Davis Clemson, SC Gilbert David Sides, Jr. Bishopville, SC 
Phillip Eugene Davis Greenville, SC Edric C. Stephens Bowman, SC 
David Aaron Fashion III Moncks Corner, SC LeRoy M. Stewart Clemson, SC 
Steven Raymond Gallo Charleston, SC Sedrick O'Neal Sweat Manning, SC 
Edward Emanuel Hawthorne, Jr. ___ Greenville, SC **Jason Scott Varnado Albuquerque, NM 
Eric Robert Hendrickson Richmond, VA Bryan Matthew Voronin Spartanburg, SC 
Richard Scott Kelly Easley, SC William Michael Williams Spartanburg, SC 
William Jason Law Lancaster, SC Nicole Denise Witowski ____ Chesmut Mountain, GA 
Anne Marie Carroll Murray ____ Silver Spring, MD 
Mathematical Sciences 
+**Wendy Liang Lee ______ Winston-Salem, NC James Chappell Seibles, Jr. ----- Winnsboro, SC 
Sheila Denise Ruff Landrum, SC 
Mechanical Engineering 
*Daniel Thomas Aron Stone Mountain, GA Travis Shane Hill Simponsville, SC 
Joey Lyne Ashley Honea Path, SC Michael Dale Jolley Lyman, SC 
Juan Carlos Barrientos ___ San Salvador, El Salvador Daniel Wilson Jones 11 Allendale, SC 
William Walter Bedingfield, Jr. Barnwell, SC Ronald Spencer Jones Travelers Rest, SC 
Daniel James Bell Beech Island, SC Sarni E. Karaki Denver, CO 
*Chad William Benson Blowing Rock, NC Mark Allen Kaufmann II Spartanburg, SC 
Ghaffar S. Bharde Taylors. SC *Brett William Kirk Massillon, OH 
Roberto Jose Boscio North Augusta, SC William Anthony Kyslinger ___ Winston-Salem, NC 
Amery Drew Brooks Easley, SC *David Edwards Lancaster Pauline, SC 
*Randall Lee Brunson Charleston, SC Rodney Guy Latham IV Greenville, SC 
Robert Stephen Brunson Jamestown, SC Billy Ray Lee, Jr. Rock Hill , SC 
+**Bethany Elise Carlson Irmo, SC Harshad Suresh Londhe Orangeburg, SC 
Michael Joseph Domitrovits New Paltz, NY *Devin Richard Martin Poway, CA 
Jeffrey Scott Ellis Goose Creek, SC Daniel Gardner McCollum Irmo, SC 
Chad Michael Gantt West Columbia, SC *James Brian McCord Abbeville, SC 
Edward Jeane Geddings. Jr. Washington, GA +*Kelly Watson McCormick Dillon, SC 
Hugh Christopher Giggleman Bonneau, SC Thomas Richard Metz, Jr. Rockville, MD 
Michael Lee Hanna Manchester, GA Gregory Peter Muennich Cheshire, CT 
Charles Edward Harrison, Jr. Greenville, SC Joseph John Nemeth III Charleston, SC 
Mechanical Engineering (continued) 
Mark Alan Newton ________ Greenville, SC ••Charles T. Sexton, Jr. Beaufort, SC 
Corey Chad Norcross LaPlata, MD Steven Wayne Siler Stone Mountain, GA 
Mark Doyle Rabon Charleston, SC Stephanie Maureen Stewart Simpsonville, SC 
James Randall Rampey Six Mile, SC Kevin Scott Stone Augusta, GA 
Matthew Craig Rice Rock Hill, SC Jeff Douglas Switzer Columbia, SC 
Adam Pratt Roberts Delmar, NY William Alan Thomas Georgetown, SC 
*Edward Scott Robinson Florence, SC Adrian Comelieus Tillman ____ North Augusta, SC 
Lisja Noel Satrum Atlanta, GA Richard Alton Wilmoth Clover, SC 
Clay Jeremiah Schile Tamassee, SC Frank Robert Wilson, Jr. Charleston, SC 
Tanja Schwab Myrtle Beach, SC Michael James Worley Clemson, SC 
Sean Michael Seitz Austin, TX +•••Eric Henry Zacharias Tempe, AZ 
*Michael Louis Sexauer Pelzer, SC 
Physics 
••john David Byars _________ Poquoson, VA Michael Stephan George ______ Blythewood, SC 
Textile Management 
James Kenneth Anderson ______ Edwardsville, IL Allison N. Hughes Holland, PA 
Russell Jerry Compton Greenville, SC Christopher Matthew Mitchell ___ Spartanburg, SC 
M. Elizabeth Eaddy Spartanburg, SC David Shawn Nixon Anderson, SC 
Rhys Carpenter Gaillard Spartanburg, SC Ediz Ozeti Clemson, SC 
Anderson Garcia Greenville, SC Hoyt Earl Ross Columbia, SC 
Erin Kathleen Hickey Greenville, SC Alan Dwayne Simmons Laurens, SC 
Textile Science 
David Jason Fowler ________ Liberty, SC Brandon Franklin Grooms ______ Anderson, SC 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
HAROLD ERNEST CHEATHAM, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Early Childhood Education 
••Beth T. Bennett __________ Clemson, SC Jennifer Doris Mills ---------Evans, GA 
April Elaine Carter Hilcon Head Island, SC Patricia Camille Norris Spartanburg, SC 
Laura Phyllis Gaeta Coral Springs, FL Tiffany Renee Rhoten Balcimore, MD 
Melanie Lee Grant Lilburn, GA Jill Catherine Tapper Coral Springs, FL 
Etta Anastasia Henry Abbeville, SC Paige Sarah Edwards Tarr East Hampton, NY 
Elementary Education 
Jennifer Lynne Allen. __________ Greer, SC Meredith Lane Holloman _______ Hartsville, SC 
Eleanor Yvonne Auten Hartsville, SC George Anthony Kolcun South Orange, NJ 
Caroline Blair Barre Spartanburg, SC Wanda Louise Lecroy Walhalla, SC 
•Jennifer Michelle Beam Jacksonville, FL ••Tracie Lee Lucas Greenville, SC 
Lauren Lesourd Beidler Pt Pleasant, NJ Marcia Strickland Mims Anderson, SC 
••Emily Rickard Bridwell Greenville, SC •••Jennifer Elaine Patrick Central, SC 
Bekki Jean Camden Flat Rock, IL Sarah Anne Poe Hartsville, SC 
Jennifer Susanne Childers Easley, SC *Melanie Sarah Rick Greenville, SC 
Rexondrea Tyler Childers Charleston, SC Tanya Nicole Sawyer Campobello, SC 
Ila Bridget Combs Spartanburg, SC Christine Kelly Schneider Coles Neck, NJ 
Dennis Andrew Dotterer Liverpool, NY Holly Rachelle Simons North Augusta, SC 
Ann Marguerite Farrell Dunwoody, GA Tonya McClain Stancil Westminster, SC 
Kristen Elizabeth Frasier Fort Mill, SC Jennifer Sara Sturm Wyomissing, PA 
Mary Cameron Galloway Greer, SC Shannon Kay Teague Simpsonville, SC 
•••Beth Marie Gambrell Aiken, SC ••Jennifer Shea Watkins Florence, SC 
William Russell Gladden Augusta, GA Allison Patricia Watson Spartanburg, SC 
Washica LaTonya Hagood Easley, SC Jennifer Ann Watson Pickens, SC 
Kristie M. Hampton Anderson, SC Laura Stevens Welsh Greenville, SC 
•Alisa Caldwell Hardigree Anderson, SC Tiffany Lynn West Springfield, VA 
Jessica Lynn Harrington Crofton, MD Sally Flynn Whalen Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Elizabeth Ann Hatfield Manning, SC 
Secondary Education 
Sandi Gail Berry_.,-_______ Orange Park, FL *Ralph Edward Mason III ------- Marlboro, NJ 
Nancy Nabil Bissada Charleston, SC j. Troy Patterson Woodruff, SC 
Eric Randal Dillenbeck Mt Pleasant, SC Matthew Brian Petrulla Brielle, NJ 
Kristie Lynn Greene Anderson, SC Amanda Dickard Wimpey Pickens, SC 
Sheila Eugenia Hamby Greenville, SC 
Jennifer Kerrie Livingston Pomaria, SC 
Special Education 
Elizabeth Jane Anderson _______ Greenville, SC Kimberly Anne Madden ________ Maywood, NJ 
Maria Roxanne Kline Seneca, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Health Science 
Jennifer Mary Aitken ________ Pittsburgh, PA 
*Valarie Sue Blanton Gaffney, SC 
*Tonya Joyce LaLande ________ Mauldin, SC 
Susan Elizabeth Landreth West Columbia, SC 
Mary Katherine Dillard Columbia, SC 
Allyson Nicole Downing Rock Hill, SC 
Christopher J. Estridge Anderson, SC 
Nancy McCall Goforth Seneca, SC 
Emily Glenn Graham Westminster, SC 
Brody Steven Kramer Fort Mill, SC 
Laura Lee Perkins Anderson, SC 
Heather Anne Poole Marietta, SC 
Elizabeth Marie Rowland Jacksonville, FL 
Amy Marie Smith Aiken, SC 
Stacie Layne Williams Danville, KY 
Suzanne Marie York Lancaster, SC 
Industrial Education 
Carter Merrick Bright _______ Spartanburg, SC *Miriam Seay ___________ Chesnee, SC 
John Preston Derrick, Jr. Easley, SC Marlon Keith Watson Memphis, TN 
•Catherine M. Lee Inman, SC 
Mathematics Teaching 
Jamie Allen Counterman ________ Chester, SC Christopher Edward Liner ______ Greenwood, SC 
Herbert Allen Gray Chapin, SC Bonnie Rebecca Miller Irmo, SC 
Jerome Michael Kittrell, Jr. Orangeburg, SC 
Nursing 
Kori Arnold Adkins _________ Columbia, SC Kristen Dianne Hubbell _______ Columbia, SC 
April Dawn Baldwin Lilburn, GA ••Ann Remley Kozel Anderson, SC 
*Susan K. Ballew Travelers Rest, SC Marcia Denise Ludlow Clemson, SC 
Batina Williams Baltzell Carlisle, PA **Laura Susan Martin Anderson, SC 
*Sharon G. Baytes Seneca, SC Barbara Ann McCarragher Anderson, SC 
Andrea Sharon Bell Hartsville, SC Valencia Burgess McKnight Greenville, SC 
Deidre Natasha Belton Columbia, SC Chrissie Marie Middleton Pacolet, SC 
Beth Ann Birkmeier Starr, SC Shannon Dia Mims Columbia, SC 
Mary D. Blackwell Anderson, SC Candace Alisha Norton Hartsville, SC 
*Lisa Kaye Brock Greenwood, SC *Ressie M. Palmer Easley, SC 
LaKisha Yvette Brown Columbia, SC Tammy Renee Rutledge Kershaw, SC 
Wendy Saye Brown Clemson, SC John Henry Segars, Jr. Darlington, SC 
Andrea Michele Bruorton Simpsonville, SC **Marolyn Ann Sheriff Anderson, SC 
Michelline Cooper ohnsonville, SC **Charlene Wham Taylor Gray Court, SC 
*Demetria Patrice Dais Graniteville, SC *Maureen Murray Thomas Anderson, SC 
Katina Mechell Davis Mullins, SC *Tammy Stewart Tucker Woodruff, SC 
Deborah Williamon Farrell Easley, SC ••Staci Lynne Ward Anderson, SC 
June L. Fitzgerald Central, SC *Carol L. White Travelers Rest, SC 
Trena Denise Gilliard Hartsville, SC Leigh Anne White Greenville, SC 
Jennifer Leigh Gray Anderson, SC *Beverly McQueen Witherspoon Seneca, SC 
Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management 
Pamela Aiken Addington _______ P,ickens, SC Brandon McPhail Mariner Georgetown, DE 
Erin Dayhuff Clemson, SC **Silja Barbara Meier Hilton Head Island, SC 
Cristina Michele Diduch Pittsburgh, PA ***Brian Scott Nichols Altamonte Springs, FL 
Michael Lee Dirnbauer Summerville, SC Megan Ann Oakley Boca Raton, FL 
Leslie Ann Drummond Greenwood, SC Scott Bradley Outlaw Darlington, SC 
Kendall Lewis Duncan Wiscasset, ME Kimberley Slater Scott Callawassie Island, SC 
Scott Brian Freese Naperville, IL Melanie Black Sepulveda ____ Stone Mountain, GA 
Corrie Ruth Hendrix Anderson, SC David George Simpson, Jr. Taylors, SC 
*Susan Elizabeth Kiefer Annapolis, MD Goodwin Grove Thomas 111 Rock Hill, SC 
Stacey Allison LaRoche Laurens, SC William Bradley Wise Greenville, SC 
Science Teaching 
John Robert Cantey, Jr. _______ Mt Pleasant, SC Lynn Hayes Greer, SC 
Jennifer Blair Cribbs Marion, NC Jason Howard Long Newberry, SC 
Suzanne Elizabeth Franklin Simpsonville, SC Jennifer Nicole Lutz Riva, MD 
Amy Elizabeth Harriman West Suffield, CT Robert Spann Sheffield ____ Jacksonville Beach, FL 
*Cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.40 to 3.69 
**Magna cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.70 to 3.89 
***Summa cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.90 to 4.00 
+Senior Departmental Honors: The students so designated have earned a B or better in the six to twelve credits of 
honors work at the upper division level in a program designed by their department. They have maintained a 
minimum GPR overall of 3.40. They appear in the line of march with an honors medallion on an orange and purple 
ribbon. 
The University Regalia 
The University mace is the symbolic representation of the whole of Clemson 
University and must be present at any convocation where the University, 
through its delegated members, is acting officially. At any official convocation 
such as commencement, the University Marshal, carrying the mace, precedes 
the President into the assembly. The mace rests before the President's chair or 
speaker's stand throughout the ceremony, and its removal from the assembly at 
the close of a convocation is symbolic of the official withdrawal of the 
University and, thus, the close of the proceedings. 
The decorative design of Clemson's mace is derived from the ceremonial 
maces carried by heads of state and church in the Middle Ages. Its basic 
clublike shape, however, is much more ancient, probably going back to man's 
prehistory. It is made of walnut wood and silver, with the seal of the University 
in gold and the University colors represented by insets of cornelian (orange) 
and amethyst (purple) . Amethyst is also the state stone of South Carolina. 
The Presidential chain and seal is symbolic of the authority vested in the 
office of president by the governing body of the University. Only the 
University President may wear it, and while wearing it he speaks for the whole 
body of the institution. Clemson's chain and seal are made of silver and gold, 
and cornelian and amethyst. 
The batons of the college marshals also descend from medieval "staffs of 
office" which were carried by the senior members of departments of state or 
church. They display the seal of the University and the symbolic color of the 
discipline to which the college belongs. Clemson's batons are made of walnut 
wood and silver with the various disciplines inset with enamel. 
The University regalia were designed and executed by Mr. Robert Ebendorf. 
Mr. Ebendorf is twice winner of the Tiffany Award and one of the most 
acclaimed goldsmiths of our era. The enamel plaques for the batons were 
executed by the late Professor Marshall C. Bell, and the lapidary work was 
executed by the late Mr. C. C. Wilson of Clemson University. 
Historical Statement 
Clemson University is named for Thomas Green Clemson (1807-1888), who 
left the bulk of his estate to the State of South Carolina for the founding of the 
ins ti tu ti on. 
Thomas Clemson was born in Philadelphia in 1807 and educated at the 
Royal School of Mines in Paris (1828-1832). His early profession was that of a 
mining engineer; however, circumstances diverted his interests into politics 
and the life of a southern planter, and he soon became an enthusiastic advocate 
of scientific agriculture. He had a career as a diplomat (charge d'affaires to 
Belgium, 1844-185 2) and served as the first Superintendent of Agricultural 
Affairs in Washington (1860). As a scientist he published numerous articles in 
the fields of mining, chemistry and agriculture. His varied activities included 
his assistance in the founding of the Maryland Agricultural College, his support 
of the Morrill Act, his leadership in South Carolina after the Civil War, and 
his part in founding Clemson University. 
Thomas Clemson was the son-in-law of South Carolina's John C. Calhoun, a 
political figure of national importance during the first half of the nineteenth 
century. Mr. Calhoun's home, Fort Hill, is preserved on the Clemson Campus as 
a national shrine. 
The academic program at Clemson College began in 1893 with an 
enrollment of 446. The first "college prospectus" announced only two four-year 
curricula, supplemented by two two-year preparatory courses. Today the 
University has six major academic units. These are the College of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Life Sciences, the College of Architecture, Arts and Humanities, 
the College of Business and Public Affairs, the College of Engineering and 
Science, the College of Health, Education and Human Development, and the 
Graduate School. 
The institution is an accredited member of the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Schools; various curricula are accredited by the Accreditation 
Board for Engineering and Technology, American Assembly of Collegiate 
Schools of Business, Computing Sciences Accreditation Board, Council on 
Accreditations of the National Recreation and Park Association, National 
Architectural Accrediting Board, National Association of State Directors of 
Teacher Education and Certification, National Council for Accreditation of 
Teacher Education, National League for Nursing, and Society of American 
Foresters. 
Clemson is a land-grant institution. As such, it is engaged not only in its 
primary academic program, but does extensive research at the main campus and 
at five agricultural experiment stations located in the State. The University is 
also heavily committed to a varied program of public service, including the 
work of agricultural extension which has professional personnel located in each 
of the State's counties. 
CLEMSON ALMA MATER 
A. C. Corcoran, '19 
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness, 
Where the Tigers play; 
Here the sons of dear old Clemson 
Reign supreme alway. 
Chorus 
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph 
And with all our might, 
That the Tiger's roar may echo 
O'er the mountain height. 
We will dream of great conquests, 
For our past is grand, 
And her sons have fought and conquered 
Every foreign land . 
Where the mountains smile in grandeur 
O'er the hill and dale. 
Here the Tiger lair is nestling 
Swept by storm and gale. 
We are brothers strong in manhood, 
For we work and strive; 
And our alma mater reigneth 
Ever in our lives. 
Note: Candidates appearing in this program are not certified graduates. Likewise, 
academic honors designations are based upon performance prior to final grades. Both 
certification of graduation and honors designations must come from the Registrar of 
the University. 
********** 
First Aid A First Aid Station is located at Portal 0. 
Evacuation System Littlejohn Coliseum is equipped with a fire alarm evacuation 
system. In the event of activation, as noted by sustained horns and strobe lights, 
please proceed to the closest available exit. Remain outside the building until fire 
officials deem the building safe to re-enter. 
No Smoking Smoking is prohibited in the seating area of Littlejohn Coliseum. 
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